NIC Attendees Speak Out:
Growth Expected
Despite Uncertainty

At the 2016 National Investment Center for Seniors Housing & Care (NIC) conference, KeyBank Real Estate Capital®
asked owners and operators of seniors housing facilities who visited our meeting room space for their views on the
current market and opportunities and concerns for the future. The results of this annual survey suggest that although
most senior care businesses are in growth mode, uncertainty is beginning to seep into the overall optimism of
industry insiders.

Nearly half of respondents are owner/operators,
41% are owners, and a few are third-party
operators. More than half of respondents own
more than one type of seniors housing: 6%
own skilled nursing homes, 29% own assisted
living or memory care facilities, and 13% own
independent living properties.
Will the senior housing industry continue to
sustain this growth? Following, industry insiders
share their views on what’s next.

Growth through development,
acquisition
Overall, most respondents have been growing
their businesses through development or
acquisition from 2014 to 2016. When asked
to describe their businesses over the past 24
months, about half said their focus was on
development and 30% on acquisition. Meanwhile
9% said their businesses had no change, and
the same amount described themselves as a
net seller of assets.
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Market outlook
The overwhelming majority of respondents plan to continue to invest in this market. When asked to predict their
deal volume in the next year, 40% of respondents indicated their volume would increase by 11% to 20% while an
additional 46% think it will increase in the 5% to 10% range. Only 6% expect to experience a decrease of any amount.

Deal Volume Outlook
2016 Results
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2015 Results

10%

Portfolio expansion,
the greatest opportunity
Rich opportunity exists for portfolio expansion.
Almost half of respondents see development
as their greatest avenue for growth, while 39%
believe acquisition is the best approach.
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Challenges ahead
More than one-third (34%) of
respondents said over-supply and
over-building leading to occupancy
struggles keeps them up at night,
with unpredictability/volatility in
the interest rate at 22% and issues
with labor, i.e., wage increases
and staffing, at 15%.

Biggest Challenges
Internal Obstacles
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What keeps you up at night?
Despite this positive outlook, a crowded and competitive market remains a chief concern for most executives.
Nearly a third of respondents (32%) named competition as the biggest challenge, while one-fifth (20%) are most
concerned about regulatory uncertainty and potential government policy changes.
More than one-third (34%) of respondents said over-supply and over-building leading to occupancy struggles keeps
them up at night, with unpredictability/volatility in the interest rate at 22% and issues with labor, i.e., wage increases
and staffing, at 15%.
Rising interest rates are a lesser, but still key concern. Almost a quarter of respondents (22%) report that volatility in
interest rates are keeping them up at night. More than three-quarters of respondents said rising interest rates would
impact their businesses slightly or moderately, while 13% said higher interest rates would have a significant impact.
While these challenges have yet to impact the strong growth trajectory and owners remain poised to expand in the
near future, they remain aware of potential challenges as described in these unscripted comments about expected
challenges captured at the conference:

• “Limitations on future pricing power in low-growth/low-interest rate environment”
• “Staffing and recruitment issues due to wage pressure”
• “Misalignment between lessee and landlords coupled with increased REIT ownership”
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Bracing for a bubble?
The 2008 housing market crash still casts a shadow on the outlooks of many owners and investors. Though most
are still actively investing in today’s robust market, some see potential for a looming downturn. More than half of
respondents believe that both the seniors housing market and the consumer real estate market as a whole are in the
beginning stages of a bubble or heading in that direction, which is not a significant change in sentiment from 2015.
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KeyBank Real Estate Capital is present each year at NIC, and offers a full suite of financial products and services
relevant to the seniors housing, multi-family, and real estate industries. Our annual survey tracks sentiment of
seniors housing investment professionals shaping the market.

To learn more, contact:
Matt Ruark at 913-317-4237 or matthew_t_ruark@keybank.com
Kevin Murray at 770-510-2168 or kevin_p_murray@keybank.com
Visit key.com/nic
To find other industry related insights and timely news:
Visit key.com/knowledgecenter

This document is designed to provide general information only and is not comprehensive nor is it legal advice. In providing this information, neither KeyBank
nor its affiliates are acting as your agent, broker, advisor, or fiduciary, or are offering any tax, accounting, or legal advice regarding these instruments or
transactions. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. KeyBank does not make any
warranties regarding the results obtained from the use of this information. Banking products and services are offered by KeyBank National Association.
All credit, loan, and leasing products subject to credit approval. Key.com is a federally registered service mark of KeyCorp.
©2016 KeyCorp. KeyBank is Member FDIC. 161012-148532
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